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This Highlight discusses two recent models, one that captures physical network
formation starting from the molecular architecture of its constituents and another
that contains the basic features of phase separation in cross-linked polymer gels:
A) the Janus chain (multibead bead-spring type) model exhibiting semiflexibility
and induced curvature and B) a stretched elastic network of Lennard-Jones
particles. The length scales and related structures predicted by the two generic
models are different. Model B, a generic soft solid model, exhibits hysteresis and
the formation of filamentous structures in two dimensions. The Janus chain model
A is able to describe the process of the formation of double helical
superstructures, will be operated in three dimensions, and its internal parameters
are directly deduced from atomistic simulation. Both models rely on classical
ingredients which have been separately studied extensively: i) the Lennard-Jones
particle system, ii) the elastic solid, and iii) the FENE-B model for semiflexible,
finitely extendable nonlinear elastic (FENE) polymer chains. While model A
combines i) and iii), model B combines i) and ii). This aspect of technical simplicity,
however, is contrasted by the rich phenomenology observed for these models.
The Janus model even resolves structure formation on the molecular scale.
Intriguingly, the coarse dynamical models capture a wide range of superstructures
known for polymeric networks and therefore clearly serve to understand their
underlying physical mechanisms.

1. Introduction

Gelation is the conversion of a liquid to a

disordered solid by formation of a net-

work of physical or chemical bonds. The

different sources of junctions which can

lead to networks and hence gels, and

their interrelation has been widely dis-

cussed and reviewed in e.g. Ref. 1–5. In

soft matter there are gels everywhere:

from polymers to colloids, from surfac-

tants to biomolecules, from mixtures

to polyelectrolytes.6–10 This Highlight

focuses on gels where the disperse

polymeric phase is connected through

adhesive contact, and phase-connected

bicontinuous gels. Associative polymers

form reversible networks and gels.3,11

The understanding of different mechan-

isms governing the dynamics of associa-

tive polymers has been significantly

advanced.9,11–13 Supramolecular struc-

tures formed by the self-assembly of

functional molecular building blocks are

a promising class of materials for future

technologies. Useful for their fabrication

had been hydrogen bonding, which

provides both high selectivity and direc-

tionality, and enables, in particular, the

creation of supramolecular twin chains.14

Unidirectional design of binding sites

has been used to also prevent uncon-

trolled multidirectional association or

gelation.15–17 Reversible networks were

formed from monomers with a few

binding sites. The thermal and environ-

mental control over lifetime and bond

strength makes many properties, such as

viscosity, chain length, and composition,

tunable in a way not accessible to

traditional polymers. Hence, polymer

networks with thermodynamically con-

trolled architectures can be formed, for

use in, for example, coatings and hot

melts, where a reversible, strongly tem-

perature-dependent rheology is highly

advantageous. Charged dendronized

polymers (DPs) are among the candi-

dates to facilitate the manufacturing of

networks with tunable mechanical char-

acteristics.18–24 Their constituents, den-

drimers, are synthetic polymers with a

highly branched architecture and nearly

perfect molecular structure. They are

identical, monodisperse macromolecules

that expose many terminal groups at

their globular periphery. Dendrimers

have been used as light- and energy-

harvesting materials, for drug delivery, as

catalysts, and in optoelectronic applica-

tions. Yet they have not been widely

introduced commercially. This situation

is about to change, with several dendri-

mers now entering the market.25 As
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specialty polymers, dendrimers can be

prepared with the precision of small

organic molecules, yet they behave like

macromolecules. Fig. 1 and 2 show

typical examples of physical gels, taken

from literature, which occur as a result of

intermolecular association—the type to

be highlighted in this article.

Model A, and the underlying bottom-

up multiscale approach for DPs

exhibiting double-helical network super-

structures had been established recently

by two of us (DY, MK et al., Ref. 26).

From the atomistically detailed model

geometrical parameters such as lateral

size, flexibility and ‘‘surface’’ charge

coverage, and their dependence on mole-

cular weight and number of generations

had been quantified. The simulations

render the DP a sectorial amphiphile.

Based on the phenomenology18,26 of the

atomistic model for this class of polymers

we introduced the ‘‘Janus chain’’ (JC)

model, which adds a vectorial degree of

freedom (Janus vector)—related to the

sectorial amphiphilicity—to each seg-

ment of the linear backbone of a

(classical) uncharged, semiflexible, multi-

bead chain representation of a polymer.

The JC features induced polymeric

curvature and ultimately triggers com-

plexation. JC parameters related to the

topology and chemical details are

obtained from the atomistic level.

Available experimental observations

including the formation of superstruc-

tures and double-helical conformations

are well reproduced by the JC model,

which is efficiently solved via Brownian

dynamics simulation, and can be seen as

a member of a universality class which is

one (two) levels above the magnetic

(semiflexible) chain model. It therefore

offers the modeling not only of dendro-

nized polymers, but also of structures

belonging to the same class—exhibiting

spontaneous or induced curvature—such

as single stranded DNA, actin filaments,

and assemblies of twisted beta-sheet

peptide ribbons.27,28

Model B, first introduced by three of

us (OP, MK, YR, Ref. 29), shows that

the appearance of mesoscopic structures

is a quite general feature of phase

separation in a connected network. The

model allows to obtain some insight

about their properties and the mechan-

ism of their formation. As discussed in

the original paper,29 phase transitions in

polymer networks (gels) involve two

coupled yet distinct processes: volume

transition and phase separation.30

During a volume transition the gel

undergoes a uniform change of volume

by expelling some of the solvent con-

tained within it.31–35 Since this process

takes place by (slow) cooperative diffu-

sion, it is well-separated in time from the

fast local reorganization of the gel which

leads to its separation into domains of

high and low polymer concentration (at

constant total volume of the gel). While

the volume transition is well understood,

most of the work on phase separation in

polymer gels focused on surface instabi-

lities36 and the question of what happens

in the bulk of the gel remained largely

unresolved. This question is of consider-

able interest from the fundamental per-

spective because, unlike binary liquids in

which two macroscopic phases are

formed in the process of phase separa-

tion, a gel is a connected network that

cannot undergo phase separation on

macroscopic scales. While it is obvious

that only local reorganization of the

Fig. 1 Physical gel. Cytoplasmic filamentous

network in cultured ovarian granulosa cells.

Reprinted with permission from Ref. 72.

Fig. 2 Physical gel. Electron micrograph of

unroofed cells, immunogold labeled. The

picture shows an overview of actin organiza-

tion at the bottom surface of a cell. Reprinted

with permission from Ref. 73.
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polymer concentration profile can take

place in such a system, little was known

about the details of this process. In

particular, it was not clear whether the

characteristic length scale of microphase

separation is of the order of the mesh size

or whether cooperative behavior that

results from long range elastic interac-

tions can lead to the formation of much

larger domains. The former scenario

according to which the wavelength of

microphase separation is determined

by molecular length scales, takes place

in diblock copolymer mesophases.

However, previous theoretical37 and

experimental38 investigations of phase

separation in gels suggest the presence

of much larger structures (like the ones

resulting from the JC model, spongelike

domains in Ref. 37, filamentous honey-

comb-shaped networks in Ref. 38).

The two models will be reviewed in this

manuscript, details can be found in the

original papers.26,29 Section 2 motivates

and defines the JC model (A) and

discusses its range of applicability.

Section 3 focuses on the properties of

presumably the simplest possible soft-

solid model (B) which—accordingly—

neglects internal molecular structure.

We will offer evidence that the observed

mesoscopic patterns are a quite general

feature of phase separation in a con-

nected network and will obtain some

insight about their properties and the

mechanism of their formation.

Before we start, a brief comment on

reduced units is in order, since such units

are usually avoided in Soft Matter

contributions. Simulations using (dimen-

sionless) numbers provide results which

are valid for a class of materials;

material-dependent dimensional results

are easily obtained in a post-processing

step, without the need for a new simula-

tion. That is why we prefer using

Lennard-Jones (LJu) and Janus chain

(JCu) reduced units. Dealing with them is

straightforward, allows prediction of

the order of magnitude of results by

dimensional arguments, often improves

numerical precision, and works as

follows. For a given material, dimen-

sional reference values for three

independent quantities q1,2,3 like mass

(SI unit kg), length (m), and time (s)

have to be specified by comparing

model predictions with measurements

for the real substance. Any number Asim

for a physical quantity—like energy

or viscosity—calculated in a simulation

receives its dimensional value A

expressed in SI units (to be compared

with dimensional experimental data) by

multiplying Asim with a reference unit

Aref (either LJu orJCu for this manu-

script). This reference unit is uniquely

defined by a multiple product of the q’s

in such a way that the SI dimension of

Aref equals the SI dimension of A. For

example, a single energy LJu corresponds

to q1q2
2q{2

3 in the above example, and a

viscosity LJu corresponds to q1/(q2q3).

Values for q1,2,3 for both LJu and JCu

are material dependent, sample values

are given in this manuscript and else-

where.39–42 The model potentials used

in the following will be very simple

and contain the essential physics, i.e.,

attractive and repulsive interactions,

and topological constraints. In view

of slow dynamics occurring in gels,43–47

rather than introducing atomistically

detailed expressions and performing

time-consuming computations we recom-

mend elaborating the values for reference

quantities for any given particular

material, along the lines presented

in Section 2. For the readers’ conveni-

ence, an interactive tool converting

between reduced units and dimensional

experimental data belongs to the

add-on material for this manuscript, cf.

Ref. 48.

2. Janus chain model

The JC model is a coarse-grained repre-

sentation of a linear polymer which

exhibits internal structure, and where

the internal structure is essential to

understand intermolecular interactions.

The JC model was developed by investi-

gating dendronized polymers (DP) via

atomistic simulation,26 cf. Fig. 3, whose

amount of internal structure can be

chemically adjusted by synthesizing

DPs at a given number of generations

and for varying number of repeat

units (molecular weight). By constructing

and applying measures characterizing

the shape and charge distribution of

the atomistic chains (single and inter-

acting chains), the few parameters of

the JC model have been determined for

the vinyl-type DP (Fig. 2 of Ref. 49).

These parameters will be collected in

Table 1.

The JC model (A) neglects chemical

details of the DP but captures its physical

properties: contact induced phase separa-

tion and interplay between phase separa-

tion and bending. Correspondingly,

the contact induced phase separation

generates a neutral surface in the (inner

side of the) region of close contact,

leading to an effective hydrophobic

(attractive) force between contacting

DPs (includes backfolding). Such a

process gives rise to a self-stimulating,

self-amplifying mechanism for the

formation of helically inter-winded DP

super-structures (thus rendering them as

active systems), provided the system

parameters exceed certain thresholds to

be discussed below. The JC model for

self-assembling DPs is based on the

classical dynamical multi-bead FENE

chain model17,42,50 supplemented with

LJ interactions, bending interactions,

and an attractive part of the LJ potential

which is parameterized by an effective

solvent quality. It reduces to several

known models for particular choices of

its parameters.

2.1. Classical ingredients

A main ingredient of the JC model is the

classical FENE (+LJ) model which con-

sists of a multiple disconnected off-lattice

path (N nodes for each of the Np

subpaths) of LJ particles (‘‘beads’’) at

each node interacting via ULJ(r;x) =

ULJ(r) for r , rWCA and ULJ(r;x) =

xULJ(r) for rWCA , r , rJC, respectively,

where rWCA = 21/6 denotes the minimum

of the LJ potential, which, if truncated at

rWCA, is known as WCA potential,51,52

and rJC denotes a cut-off distance beyond

which the (suitably shifted) LJ potential

is identical to zero. The parameter x is

known to model the effect of solvent

quality.53 Adjacent beads along the sub-

paths (polymer contours) are connected

chain-like through anharmonic springs

with a FENE force law FFENE(s) =

2H(s)s, s = |s|, for all the (N 2 1)Np

connectors sa
i ; ra

iþ1 2 ra
i . The non-

Hookean spring coefficient H(s) is

chosen strong enough to ensure uncross-

ability as H(s) = kH[1 2 (s/smax)2]21, with

kH = 30 and smax = 1.5 as in Refs. 50,54,

such that the preferred bond length

SsT of the FENE + LJ chain is very

close to unity. Semiflexibility of chains

without spontaneous curvature is usually

20 | Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 18–28 This journal is � The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



introduced (FENE-B model) by adding

bending forces which derive from a

bending potential Vbend = 2kSaSiŝ
a
i ?ŝa

iþ1

where the hat denotes, throughout this

manuscript, a unit vector, ŝ ; s/|s| = s/s

for any s, and k denotes the bending

coefficient.

2.2. Induced curvature

The JC model extends the FENE-B

model to a bending potential with

induced curvature, where so called

Janus vectors J
a¼1;::;Np
i¼2;::;N{1 (see Fig. 4d),

assigned to each interior bead i in chain

a—themselves instantaneously deter-

mined from a configuration—trigger

curvature, twist rigidity, and have an

effect on both bonded and nonbonded

interactions. Unit Janus vectors Ĵa
i for

each interior bead represent the local

orientation of the uncharged (hydro-

phobic) material and are calculated, for

each bead i on chain a, from the

coordinate of its spatially nearest non-

bonded bead (denoted as bead i9 on

chain a9, nonbonded beads either have

a9 ? a or raa
ii9 . rJC), i.e., Ĵa

i = r̂aa9
ii9 where

r
ab
ij ; r

b
j 2 ra

i denotes the vector pointing

from bead i in chain a to bead j in chain

b. The Janus vectors are considered as

fast, relaxed variables, whose dependence

on coordinates is neglected when deriv-

ing forces from the JC potential. The

JC potential, which adds to the LJ

and FENE potentials, ULJ+FENE =

Si,a[UFENE(sa
i ) + Sj,bULJ(r

ab
ij ;xab

ij )], reads

UJC~{
k

2

XNp

a~1

XN{1

i~2

Ja
i zŝsa

i{1{ŝsa
i

� �2
, (1)

with bending coefficient k, and the

coefficients xab
ij will not be simple con-

stants, cf. below. While the orientation of

the Janus vector has been defined above,

the missing length Ja
i of the Janus vector

Ja
i = Ja

i Ĵa
j to be used in eqn (1) captures

the strength of induced curvature and

varies between zero (for interatomic

distances raa9
ii9 ¢ rJC, and for completely

neutral or completely charged chains

where the Janus vector and the effect of

induced curvature are absent) and unity

(for raa9
ii9 ¡ rWCA and partially charged

chains), such that Ĵa
i , together with the

corresponding two segment vectors, cf.

eqn (1), tend to virtually form a three-

fold, in-plane junction. Since results are

quite insensitive to the precise functional

form, we simply assume that the length

Ja
i linearly varies with distance to the

Fig. 3 (a) Topology of a G4 vinyl-type DP. Explicitly shown is a single repeat unit (dendron)

which is attached to the polymeric backbone of the DP (with M repeat units). (b) Sample

snapshot of a stretched part of a G4 DP during atomistic simulation. Color coding: backbone

(blue), segments attached to branching points (green), attached to atoms carrying charges (red),

otherwise (yellow). Upper image reprinted with permission from Ref. 49.

Table 1 Number of atoms M0, and repeat units M (dendrons), mean-squared end-to-end distance SR2
eeT of the DP, contour length L of its

centerline, lateral diameter deff, corresponding JC repulsion diameter drep ; deff/2
1/6, persistence length lp, as well as results from charge distribution

measurements: charged fraction of (all) surface beads S¡, overall fraction So of surface beads, the coverage w0 ; Mþ
0 S¡/(M0So) of charges on the

DP surface, for the atomistic model at reduced temperature T = 1 LJu. All dimensional quantities have been calculated using our result for the
reference length 1 LJu = 187 pm for the vinyl-type polymer of Ref. 26, where the same table offering dimensionless quantities can be found. See also
Ref. 48 for details. The persistence length lp is determined from the centerline (itself obtained using the method described in Ref. 26) using an
analytical result1,17 for the mean squared end-to-end distance SR2

eeT of a semiflexible chain. The third table row clarifies the connection between
atomistic and mesoscopic (JC) parameters. Each bead of a JC represents M/N dendrons (and M0/N united atoms), drepLJu = JCu, lp/drep = k/kBT
and so on, as further elaborated in Ref. 26

M0/M SR2
eeT/M L/M drep lp lp/drep deffM/L deffM0/L S¡ So w0

G3 81 518 Å2 1.22 Å 3.4 nm 51 nm 15.3 31.0 2510 46% 7% 66%
G4 169 356 Å2 0.90 Å 4.7 nm 119 nm 25.5 58.4 9870 60% 18% 31%
JCu 1 k/kBT M/N M0/N w0

This journal is � The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008 Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 18–28 | 21



mentioned neighbor and bilinearly with

the (constant) fraction w0 s [0,1] of

the neutral surface to arrive at Ja
i =

4w0(1 2 w0)(rJC 2 raa9
ii9 )/(rJC 2 rWCA). The

fluctuating number of Janus vectors

present in a system can be used to mea-

sure the degree of molecular assembly.

2.3. Effective solvent quality

The JC model has a second integral part,

a configuration dependent (and Janus

vector induced) expression for the effec-

tive solvent quality, i.e., for the strength

of attractive/repulsive interaction beyond

distances r ¢ rWCA. It reads

xab
ij = x0 ¡ w0(1 2 w0)|g

ab
ij g

ba
ji |Dx, (2)

with g
ab
ij : ĴJa

i
:̂rrab

ij {cosw0p
� �.

1{cosw0pð Þ
characterizing the orientational part, which

vanishes for neutral and fully charged DPs.

The plus sign in eqn (2) applies when g
ab
ij

and g
ba
ji are both positive, otherwise the

minus sign applies; x0 characterizes the

solvent quality of the (dendronized) poly-

mer at infinite dilution,53 and the solvent

quality parameter varies in the range xab
ij s

[x0 2 Dx, x0 + Dx] by construction, where

Dx ¢ 0 parameterizes the maximum

effective departure from x0 due to internal

charge redistribution. Notice, that g
ab
ij = 1

for b = a9 and j = i9. We see, that for the

case of both neutral or fully charged chains,

the JC model reduces to the classical

FENE-B model (with solvent quality x0,

choose x0 = 1 for the original FENE-B

model), where Janus interactions are

absent. For the case of hydrophilic chains,

w0 # 1, x0 . 0, the plus sign in eqn (2)

applies; beads tend to attract each other

since xab
ij . 0, while the strength of

attraction depends on the relative orienta-

tion of chains and Janus vectors. For the

case of hydrophobic chains, w0 # 0, x0 , 0,

the minus sign applies. For a chain for

which each bead carries a Janus vector, the

bending angle is close to p/3 everywhere

along the chain, and the dimensionless

persistence length (for the JC model, bond

length SsT # 1 LJu) can therefore be

approximated by the analytic expression

lp = 21/log(1/2) # 1.4427 or, alternatively,1

SR2
eeT = 3(N 2 1) 2 4(1 2 212N). The JC

model features many-body interactions.

Microscopic origins for eqn (1) and (2)

are the internal degrees of freedom

of the atomistic chain, in particular, the

distribution of its hydrophilic sites. As we

have seen in Ref. 26 from the experiments

with U-shaped DPs, the charge distribution

becomes asymmetric, charges tend to popu-

late the ‘‘outer’’ surface, and cause a

repulsion between a pair of two inter-

wound, agglomerated chains and a third

chain, which can approach and break this

pair only by surmounting an energy barrier,

captured by eqn (2).

2.4. Results for the JC model

The Langevin equation of motion for a

JC system has been solved via con-

ventional Brownian dynamics, imple-

mentation details can be found in

Ref. 17,24,26. The FENE potential can

also be replaced by constraints for

bond lengths, which lead to constraint

and metric forces as described in

Ref. 55,56. Connectivity and topology,

rather than chemical details allow to

capture the ‘‘universal’’ physical pro-

perties of polymers using these

models.1,57,58 Because of the short-

ranged nature of forces in the JC model,

the equations of motions can be inte-

grated with computational effort which

is linear in the total number (NpN) of

particles. With increasing concentration

intermolecular interactions become more

relevant, induce curvature, and essen-

tially affect the flexibility of chains

confined in a network or in mutual

contact.

In order to explore the corresponding

phase diagram we systematically varied

the JC parameters x0 and Dx in Ref. 26.

We observe that the tendency of forming

globular aggregates is increased by

strengthening the inter-chain affinity

which is achieved by decreasing the

coverage w0 of the charged surface of

the JC, and also by lowering the quality

of the solvent, i.e., by increasing x0.

Fig. 4c is a simulated cryo TEM image

of a double helical network JC system,

which exhibits many similarities with the

images taken from the real system, which

we show for comparison in Fig. 4a and b.

For the average pitch of helices we

obtain approximately 2 JCu (9.4 nm),

to be compared with 9.1 nm reported

from experiments,49 cf. Fig. 4b. The

presentation of a large amount of more

quantitative results for the simple JC

model must stay outside the scope of

this review.

Fig. 4 (a) Experimental cryo TEM image and (c) simulated counterpart of a JC system

corresponding to the G4 vinyl-type DP of Fig. 3a. The simulated JC network has volume fraction

w # 2.5%, x0 = 22 (good solvent), Dx = 8. The mesh size, approximately 30 nm, well coincides

with the experimental value. The same holds for the pitch height, measured from the zoomed

experimental images given in (b). Notice the scale-bar in (c) and the amount of coarse graining

compared with the underlying atomistic model. (d) Two interwound Janus chains (blue and

green, respectively). The conformation dependent Janus vectors are shown in red (a + b reprinted

from Ref. 49, c + d reprinted from our Ref. 26).

22 | Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 18–28 This journal is � The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



3. Filamentous network model

Since microphase separation in gels

arises as the result of interplay between

attractive forces which promote the

appearance of a polymer-rich phase and

elastic network forces that oppose phase

separation, we recently introduced29

a ‘‘minimal’’ two-dimensional model

(above model B) in which these two

(and only these two) aspects of real gels

are represented, albeit in an idealized

fashion. This model is quite general in

the sense that interactions between its

constituents (point particles representing

atoms, molecules or molecular aggre-

gates) are initialized by the node posi-

tions of a given, simple lattice such as a

square or hexagonal grid (supplemented

with periodic boundary conditions). In

Ref. 29 the qualitative results were shown

to be insensitive to the particular under-

lying lattice and here we assume a

hexagonal grid, cf. inset to Fig. 5. Each

of the particles initially located at a grid

node is connected through identical

stretched harmonic springs of zero equi-

librium length and of spring constant k,

to its six nearest neighbors. These springs

are permanent and thus the topology of

the network remains fixed throughout

the simulation. Without adding further

interactions, this network behaves as

an elastic solid. In Ref. 29 we added

attractive interactions by having all the

particles interact via the Lennard-Jones

(LJ) potential. The system has been

studied by molecular dynamics simula-

tions in the (N,V,T) ensemble (N is the

total number of particles, V the total area

and T the temperature). The choice of

the LJ potential is dictated by conve-

nience: it is the simplest model potential

that combines both attraction and

excluded volume effects. All quantities

(length, times, energies etc.) are conven-

tionally made dimensionless by expres-

sing them in LJ units.17 We truncated the

LJ potential at an interparticle distance

of rcut = 3 6 21/6. Quantitative results

presented here are usually for a 100 6
100 (N = 104) hexagonal grid with k =

1/15, grid spacing l0 = 3.5, cooled down

to the prescribed temperature, if not

explicitly stated differently. Several snap-

shots will be shown for a larger 500 6
500 grid (N = 250 000). The above

choice of the value of the spring constant

is quite arbitrary—generic behavior

occurs for a wide range of spring

constant values.29

3.1. Percolating high density clusters

When the elastic LJ system is brought to

a temperature higher than T* # 0.435

(to be characterized further in Section 3.3

below), only isolated particles and small

clusters (dense aggregates of particles

with nearest neighbors separated by

distance ¡1.5) of size that break

up and reform, are observed. A typical

snapshot at T = 0.48 is shown in Fig. 5.

The probability that a particle belongs to

a (small) cluster is slightly above the value

obtained for an ideal gas of non-interacting

particles at the same concentration.29

In order to study the effect of tem-

perature and initial state on phase

separation we started from the hexagonal

configuration and performed tempera-

ture quenches in the range T . 0.3 (for

the study of hysteric effects to be

discussed in Section 3.3, we also started

from the final, low-temperature con-

figurations, and raised temperature).

We observe the nucleation of high

density filaments that elongate by

absorbing small clusters at their ends.

Sample snapshots of a transient con-

figuration at T = 0.41 in a large system

(for N = 250 000 this value is slightly

below the transition temperature) are

given in Fig. 6 and 7. At this temperature

the time to form a large filament is of the

order of 104 LJu (a value to be compared

with experimental values to fix the LJu

for time for a particular gel). We observe

sequences of events where linear fila-

ments are first formed and, later on, new

linear clusters nucleate and grow until

ends collide with an existing linear

filament, giving rise to double vertex

structures. The total energy of the

system, as well as its kinetic and potential

(elastic and LJ) contributions are

resolved in Fig. 8, for the case where

the system (N = 104) was cooled starting

from the homogeneous ‘‘phase’’. The

formation of PHDC (percolating high

density cluster) is clearly reflected by a

strong decrease of the LJ energy, partly

compensated by an increase of the spring

energy. The specific heat (see inset) has a

pronounced peak at the transition tem-

perature, a characteristic signature of a

first order transition in a finite system.

The lower the temperature, the larger

the amount of multiple nucleation events

that take place in the simulation box,

that are followed by growth of linear

filaments, and that are terminated by

collisions. Such processes lead to the

formation of the ‘‘super network’’ of

dense filaments connected by 3-fold

vertices, embedded in a dilute phase of

isolated particles connected by strongly

stretched springs, such as the ones shown

for a temperatures below T* in Fig. 9

and 10. Interestingly, the shapes resemble

not only those of physical gels (Fig. 1, 2)

but also those of two-dimensional

foams,59 even though the physics is

Fig. 5 Particles and connecting linear springs for a 100 6 100 (periodic) network at T = 0.48.

The initial ‘high temperature’ hexagonal grid topology is (schematically) depicted in the inset.

Springs connecting isolated particles are shown in blue; those connecting clusters to particles and

to other clusters are orange; and those (the reader is encouraged to zoom in) connecting particles

in the same clusters are green.
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very different—interplay of elasticity

and attractions in our case, vs. interplay

of surface tension and gas pressure

in foams.

3.2. Nucleation and growth

In order to examine the sequence of

events that precedes the birth of a

filament, we decreased the temperature

to T = 0.2 and followed the dynamics of

the system in time (see accompanying

movie B at Ref. 48). Following the

quench, numerous compact clusters of

up to about n = 10 particles appear in the

simulation box. Each of the particles in

such a cluster is typically connected

by several springs to the ‘outside’ and

therefore there are about n = 10 springs

that connect neighboring clusters (see

Fig. 3a,b of Ref. 29). Since the pulling

force on a cluster due to n parallel

springs is n times larger than the force

exerted by a similarly stretched single

spring (between the cluster and an

isolated neighboring particle), in

mechanical equilibrium this force has to

be balanced by a force equal in magni-

tude and acting along the opposite direc-

tion. The same argument can be applied

to the neighboring cluster as well, and

clusters arrange themselves along lines of

high stress. This breaks radial symmetry

and the resulting critical nucleus has the

shape of a linear filament,29 reminiscent

of the string-like arrangement of

magnetic or electric dipoles. The electric/

magnetic analogy is not accidental since

such a cluster can be described as a force

dipole.60 In Fig. 11 we plot the prob-

ability that a particle belongs i) to the

PHDC, ii) to a ‘small’ cluster, or that it is

iii) an isolated particle, as a function of

temperature. As T decreases, the prob-

ability for a particle to belong to a small

cluster drops sharply from a value

exceeding 0.5 to less than 0.1 at T* and

approaches zero at lower T. A much

smaller drop at T* is observed for the

probability to observe an isolated

particle. The formation of large clusters

therefore occurs mainly at the expense of

small clusters that are absorbed by them,

reminiscent of late stage growth of

droplets in a phase separating binary

liquid (in the metastable region of its

phase diagram). Selected distributions of

cluster sizes are shown in Fig. 12. The

distribution ps of cluster sizes s can be

fitted by a single exponential above T*,

ps 3 e2ms. Below the transition, for

T , T*, it becomes peaked at the

percolating cluster size, while the distri-

bution of the remaining small clusters

stays monoexponential, with a larger

coefficient m (which depends on T)

since the total number of particles is

constant. The sizes p* of the percolated

clusters, existing for the two tempera-

tures with T , T* = 0.425, can be

calculated from Fig. 12 with the help of

the total number of particles, which

is N = 104. To be specific, p* = N 2

p1em(1 2 e2m[1+m21lnp1])/(em 2 1) # N 2

p1em/(em 2 1), where p1 is the number of

individual particles, m . 0 the slope of

the exponential, and [x] denotes the

integer part of x.

3.3. Melting and hysteresis

In order to study the melting transition

we started from an equilibrated low

temperature (T , T*) configuration

which contains a PHDC, increased T

to some value larger than T*, and

monitored the system during very long

simulation runs.29 When T is increased to

the range T* , T , T** (in which no

filaments are observed under cooling

from an initial high-temperature state,

cf. Fig. 13), filaments tend to thin by

progressive ‘melting’ at their surface and

then break. The process continues until

a single thin filament remains which

Fig. 6 Initial stage of a forming filamentous network at T = 0.41 (500 6 500 hexagonal grid,

grid spacing l0 = 3.5, spring coefficient k = 1/15, started from the homogeneous phase). Snapshot

taken at time t = 5024 LJu.

Fig. 7 Further developed filamentous network at t = 7656 LJu slightly below the transition

temperature (T = 0.41 , T*). Model parameters as for Fig. 6. Finite size effects are negligible.
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appears to be stable during the longest

simulations runs. Finally, at T** no

filaments are observed. This behavior is

summarized in Fig. 13 where the ratio of

the number of particles in the PHDC to

the total number of particles in clusters

of all sizes, is monitored. Under cooling

from the homogeneous state, the system

follows the lower branch and jumps to

the inhomogeneous filamentous state at

T*; conversely, when the system is heated

starting from the low-temperature

inhomogeneous phase where PHDC are

present, it follows the upper branch up to

T** = 0.55 ¡ 0.02 and then undergoes a

transition to the homogeneous phase.

The hysteresis apparent from Fig. 13 is

familiar from the study of first order

phase transitions (see, e.g., the isotropic–

nematic or isotropic–smectic transition in

liquid crystals61,62). The interpretation

(based on mean field considerations) is

that two free energy minima correspond-

ing to the two phases are present in the

range T* , T , T**. Even though only

the lowest minimum corresponds to the

true equilibrium state, a system which

was initially prepared in the other

(metastable) state, will remain in it

almost indefinitely if this local free

energy minimum is deep enough (com-

pared to thermal energy, T). We there-

fore interpret T* and T** as the stability

limits of the homogeneous and the

inhomogeneous phases, respectively.

Notice that unlike the true thermody-

namic transition temperature which lies

somewhere between T* and T** and

which is strictly defined only in the limit

of an infinite system, the latter tempera-

tures have no thermodynamic significance

and depend on the size of the system.

In order to test the effect of initial

configuration on the final results, we

deformed the initial grid, as shown in

Fig. 14a, and observed the breakup of

the compact large cluster and the

formation of a filamentous network in

Fig. 14b,c which is qualitatively similar

to the ones discussed above, and not

yet relaxed.

4. Conclusions and outlook

This manuscript attempts to shed some

light on two simple, very recently

developed models for the study of the

dynamics, structure and physical pro-

perties of double helical and filamentous

Fig. 8 Plots of the total energy of the system E (full line), energy stored in the harmonic springs

Esp (%), kinetic energy Ekin (q), LJ interaction energy ELJ (*), vs. temperature. The specific heat

as a function of temperature is shown in the inset.

Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 6 at T = 0.35 (at t = 1128 LJu), well below the transition temperature.

Fig. 10 Further developed filamentous network (t = 2328 LJu) well below the transition

temperature (T = 0.35). Remaining model parameters as for Fig. 9.
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networks. The ranges of applicability of

the JC model and elastic network of LJ

particles model are weak and strong

physical gels with and without double

helices (upon varying the strength of

attraction, persistence length, charge

parameters, solvent quality, concentra-

tion, temperature), and chemical gels

(strength of attraction, network topo-

logy, temperature), respectively. While

for the JC gel the disperse (DP) phase is

connected through adhesive contact, the

elastic network can be considered as a

phase-connected bicontinuous gel. Both

models are easy to implement, and have

been motivated through combined ato-

mistic simulation, experimental findings,

and/or theoretical arguments, and are

going to be studied further in order to

resolve the full spectrum of phenomena

they allow to capture and describe, and

to elaborate their predictive qualitative

and quantitative power in comparison

with alternate models and empirical

results, cf. Ref. 1,5,7–10,63. Core pro-

perties as well as main simulation

details have been summarized in this

manuscript.

The Janus chain (JC) model (Section 2)

allows for an efficient study of dynamical

and structural properties of a given,

atomistically detailed, polymeric struc-

ture (essentially ab initio). It resolves

structures on huge length scales com-

pared with the size of a single repeat unit

(dendron), and down to a fraction of the

typical pitch size of a helical network.

Reconstruction methods may be applied

to calculate, for example, structure

factors from the conformation of the JC

by making use of the atomistic model

also introduced here. The JC network

bears analogies to a randomly cross-

linked gel,64 for which expressions for the

static structure factor had been derived

using replica field theory.65 We applied a

mapping procedure26 which allows to

calculate all parameters of the JC model

related to the topology and chemical

details of the molecules of interest. The

JC model and underlying concepts,

induced curvature and effective solvent

quality, have been approved qualitatively

by the fact that sectorial amphiphilicity

occurs when atomistic DPs are in close

contact. Under such conditions, the

hydrophilic (terminal) and hydrophobic

(internal) beads tend to segregate, and to

exhibit a sectorial amphiphilical phase

Fig. 11 Plots of probability that a particle belongs to a large cluster (&), a small cluster (#), or

that it is an isolated particle (*). Data for both hexagonal (shown) and square grids with N = 104

particles fall onto the same curves within statistical certainty and with the exception, that the

high T values for the number of small clusters slightly differ as expected from the corresponding

ideal gas values. Reprinted from Ref. 29.

Fig. 12 Number of particles ps in clusters of given size s (including individual particles, s = 1).

The distribution is monoexponential in the shown regime of small cluster sizes. The sizes p* of the

percolated clusters, existing for the two temperatures with T , T* = 0.425, are not shown but can

be calculated from this plot, because it contains the two parameters (for each temperature) of the

cluster size distribution, cf. Section 3.2.

Fig. 13 Order parameter 0 ¡ S ¡ 1 defined as S = L/C where L and C denote the number of

particles in the largest cluster and in all clusters (isolated particles do not belong to any cluster),

respectively. Data shown for both ‘cooling’ and ‘heating’ runs, results indistinguishable for both

the hexagonal and square grids with N = 104 particles. States on both branches are reached from

all states within their branch upon heating or cooling. Reprinted from Ref. 29.
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separation. Solvent quality and the corre-

sponding strength of repulsive/attractive

forces had been added on the level of the

JC model, for which—without induced

curvature—we profit from known results

on related coarse-grained models.1,42,66

Due to its efficiency, the JC allows to

study the formation of superstructures,

helical chains for DPs. The JC model

introduces a new class of models by

adding a vectorial degree of freedom to

each segment of a conventional coarse-

grained model for polymers. This appro-

ach is certainly not restricted to the class

of DPs. Established routes1,42,66–68 can

now be followed to explore the correla-

tion between architecture and static and

time-dependent material properties of the

JC model. Supramolecular, or molecular,

gels have been made sensitive to external

stimuli like light and chemical entities

which makes them suitable for applica-

tions such as sensing and actuating. The

diversity of gel structural architectures

has allowed them to be utilized as

templates to prepare novel inorganic

superstructures for possible applications

in catalysis and separation. Supramole-

cular gels can be important in controlled

release applications, in oil recovery, for

gelling cryogenic fuels etc. They can also

serve as media for a range of applica-

tions, as summarized in Ref. 8,10.

The stretched elastic network of LJ

particles, reviewed in Section 3, serves to

visualize48 and investigate dynamics of

gel formation, the origin of hysteretic

effects, and cluster size distributions

efficiently. Its phenomenological features

are very robust: when temperature is

lowered below some critical value T*,

which is affected by the choice of lattice

and spring coefficient, attraction between

particles dominates over both thermal

motion and elastic forces, and the net-

work separates into dense domains of

filaments connected by three-fold ver-

tices, surrounded by low density domains

in which the network is homogeneously

stretched. The length of the filaments

decreases and the number of domains

increases with decreasing temperature, cf.

Fig. 11. The system exhibits hysteresis

characteristic of first order phase transi-

tions, cf. Fig. 13: pre-formed filaments

thin upon heating and eventually melt

at a temperature T** (.T*). Although

details may vary, the above general

features are independent of network

topology (square or hexagonal), system

size, distribution of spring constants, and

perturbations of initial conditions. The

microphase separation patterns reported

for the elastic LJ network bear strong

resemblance to those seen in sections of

elastin hydrogels observed by cryoscopic

scanning electron microscopy: a network

of 7 nm thick and several hundred nm

long filaments, the latter made of spheri-

cal beads (see Fig. 3a and 3b in Ref. 38).

These findings provide support to our

belief that, despite—and in addition to—

their simplicity, the two models capture

main physical ingredients responsible for

phase separation in gels (with and with-

out double helical assemblies). Work on

the effect of temperature, molecular

architecture, and solvent quality, on the

mechanical properties and the phase

diagrams of the networks, as well as on

time scale separation issues and corre-

sponding thermodynamic variables, is in

progress.69,70

These supplementary works are moti-

vated in part by the fact that mechanical

and biomechanical properties of gels are

increasingly receiving interest. For

example, potential materials for artificial

cartilage are required to be viscoelastic,

strong, durable to repetitive stress, low in

friction, resistant to wear, and resistant

to biodegradation within the living body.

In addition, not only the whole material

itself but also wear particles from the

material are needed to have affinity and

non-toxicity for cells and tissues. It had

been difficult to develop a gel material

having only one of these excellent pro-

perties.71 It is known that the measure-

ment of viscoelastic properties is a

powerful tool in the study of thermo-

reversible gels. Although many conclu-

sions may be drawn about network

development and its structure, it is also

shown that the use of additional techni-

ques (e.g. small angle X-ray and neutron

scattering techniques and optical rota-

tion) and the combination with thermo-

dynamics and network models, widens

the insight in the crosslinking process

and the gel structure tremendously.7,8
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